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INTRODUCTION

Motion peception is an important source of information for the human visual system, The determi-

nation of our motion relative to the environment as well as the determination of the three dimensional

structure of the environment largely depend on the interpretation of visual motion. The human vi-

sual system is capable of extracting information from a sequence of images that ik hard to extract

from the individual images. An example is the interpretation of a very noisy image sequence. By

using spatial and temporal correlation we are able to "see through the noise.'" Sometimes, visual

detection of an object fully depends on the perception of motion. This is illustrated by the ease with

which we see an other•ise succesfully canmouflaged object as soon as it moves.

The apparent motion of brightness patterns observed when a camera is moving relative to the objects

being imaged is called opticalflow. Optical flow can be represented by a two dimensional vector

field. Loosely speaking. the optical flow field links a pixel at the position ( .r y) to the corresponding

pixel at position (1 4+ u(0 x. y).! y+ i .r. y)) in the next image. Ideally, both pixels correspond to the

sanic physical object point in the scene. In practice, this is hard to achieve because there is an

infinite number of vector fields that is consistent with the data. Possible approaches to the problem

of estimating the optical flow field arc described in a separate report [21. This report also describes

the particular approach to the motion estimation problem we have taken. See also I I1.

The goal of this report is to give examples of image sequence pro)cessing using motion estimation,

All examples were obtained by simple and straightforward methods. The examples show what kind

of improvements or detection results can be expected, rather than being optimal results in sonic

scnsc.

Chapter 2 of this report is concerned with noise reduction in a noisy image sequence. It presents

some results on IR image sequences.

Chapter 3 deals with the detection of moving objects in image sequences. Typically. these sequences

are recorded from a moving platform. The aim is to detect objects moving relative to the moving

background.

There are numerous other applications of image motion estimation. These include image sequence

coding, satellite image processing, medical image processing, robot vision, obstacle avoidance,

image sequence stabilization etc.
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2 NOISE REDUCTION IN IMAGE SEQUENCES

This chapter is concerned with noise reduction in image sequences by motion compensated temporal

filtering. We present some preliminary results obtained with straightforward methods.

2.1 Filtering along motion traje,,tories

By/l{ x. I / we denote the image brightness function, where vector x denotes the spatial coordinates

and t denotes time. Let v( x. t h be tie displacement of the image point at (x, t) between time t - At

and i. where At denotes the temporal sampling interval. Assuming that image brightness for an

object point is conserved over time. we can write

IIIXý t)ý= I(x - v(x, t). t- At) (2.1)

Obviously. v is undefined when an object is occluded or when it is newly exposed, In general v will

be a slowly varying function of the spatial coordinates with discontinuities at the edges of moving

objects. A spatiotemporal volume can be formed by stacking the consecutive frames of the sequence.

A physical point in the scene traces out a trajectory in this spatiotemporal volume during the time

it is visible in the sequence. The brightness value along this trajectory fomis a onc dimensional

signal. This signal is assumed to consist of a deterministic image component and an additive noise

component, Variation of the image component is due to change in the luminance of the object. This

variation is assumed to be relatively slow. so that the image component is a low bandwidth signal.

The additive noise is assumed to be uncorrelated with the image signal. Lowpass filtering along

the motion trajectory can significantly reduce the noise component. The filter operation along the

motion trajectory can be either linear or non-linear. When the image noise is additive Gaussian noise.

independent in each pixel and of fixed variance along a motion trajectory, then it can be shown that

the sample mean along a motion trajectory is the maximum likelihood estimator for the grey value

of the pixel. In this case, the linear estimator will yield the best signal to noise ratio in the result.

On the other hand. a non-linear filter may be more robust to error% in the displacement estimate

and the non-validity of the noise model e.g. in the case of dead pixels in the images. In addition.

a non-linear filter might be able to deal with occlusion and exposure effects more adequately. The

choice of filter will generally depend on the ease of implementation and the particular dislortions in

the image sequence. The number of frame stores can be reduced if the used filter is recursive 151.
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With regard to exposure and occlusion effects, it would be of interest to know exactly the lifetime

of a motion trajectory. Unfortunately this is a hard problem. It requires the identification of image

areas that are newly exposed and image areas that are just occluded in each frame of the image

sequence. Most current motion estimators are not able to solve this problem reliably.

2.2 Examples

This section presents examples from a IR image sequence. Figure 2.1 shows the reference image

from this sequence. All computations are performed relative to this image. Figure 2.1 shows the

average of six motion compensated images. 3 forward in time and 3 backward in time. and the ref-

erence image. This result is an example of a linear filtering operation along the motion trajectories.
Figure 2.2 shcws the median of six motion compensated images and the reference image. This re-

sult is an example of a non-linear tiltering operation along the motion trajectories. It is clear from

bo'th the linear and the non-linear results that the noise is significantly reduced without affecting the

sharpness. In this case, the linear filter yields a visually more plea-sing result. In bith results details

become visible that arc hard to infer from a single noise corrupted image. Figure 2.2 shows the

result of running the contrast enhancement algorithm of 14] on the image of tigure 2.1. This algo-

rithim locally adjusts the contrast. Without the noise reduction furnished by the motion compensated

filtering. local contrast enhancement merely amplifies the noise and other image distortions.
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Figure 2. 1: (Top) Original reference image from an IR image sequence. (Bottom) Mean along
motion trajectories of six motion compensated images and the reference image.
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Figurc 2.2: (Top) Median along motion trajectories of six motion compensated images and

the reference image. (Bottom) Contrast enhanced version of bottom image of
figure 2.1
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3 DETECTION OF MOVING TARGETS

This chapter is concerned with the detection of moving targcts from an image sequence produced b)

a moving camera. The proposed approach is particularly well suited for air-to-ground application,,.

In principle, it is possible to detect camouflaged targets moving relative to a textured background

3.1 Principle of detec'on

Algorithms for the detection of dim. low contrast targets usuall', coni-t of to stagce, FirtI\f.

the aleonthm selects a number of potential targets, for example bright spot,. Due to clutter' thi,

usuall\ results in a large number of false alarms. The second stage therefore has to reject the falsels

selected objects. This can he done by combining information over lrarie, or N use of contextual

informiation.

In thi,, report, we choose to detect tarvets on basis of their motion. Our approach conisi., of c,,en-

tiall, two staizge

m 11otion estimation,

2. tar..et dctection in the motion compensated image sequence.

We assume wc have to deal with an essentially stationary scene that is being imaged from a tiioving

platforim (eg. helicopter), if wc arc able to estimate a sufliciently accurate 2-D veclor iheld that

maps one frame in the sequence to the next, we can in principle predict one frame from the previous

one. The principle to detect moving targets is 1-arlicularly simple and amounts to analyiing the

image sequence on the occurence of unexpected events. In this context, unexpected events are

temporal variations of the image brightness function that are impossible to predict and that can

not he accounted for by noise. Thus, targets are detected by analyzing the difference between the

predicted and the actual image.

As a simple example of this detection principle, consider a stationary camera imaging a stationary

scene. From one or a collection of images (frames) it is possible to predict the next frame to be

acquired by the camera. The prediction is simply the previous franme or an estimate based on a col-

lection of previous franmes, such as the pixel-wise mean. The only difference between the predicted

tIn Ihis report. clutter is toosely defined as the amount of larget-ltike objeclt in a scene.
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frame and the actually acquired frame will be due to noise that is introduced somewhere in the imag-

ing process. When an object in the scene moves, it i3 generally impossible to predict the next frame

from a limited history of past frames. This is due to the fact that the object uncovers background that

is not visible in previous frames and hence hard to predict. Even when motion estimation is used.

and the moving pan of the scene is warped' , it is impossible to predict the background that is un-

covered by the moving object. Subtracting the predicted frame from the actual frame will generally

produce large differences at image locations corresponding to covered and uncovered background.

Automatic detection based on this principle is feasible by comparing the differences with the noise

statistics of the difference image.

A similar detection principle can be used when a scene is imaged from a moving platform. In

this case we have to pertorm image registration prior to subtraction. Image registration is done

by estimating the image motion field and warping the first frame to the next accordingly. The

image motion is estimated using the method described in [1, 21. Image warping generally involk es

interpolation. In the examples shown in this chapter we used hi-linear interpolation.

In evaluating the difference images thus obtained, we have to distinguish several possibilities.

When the image nmtion estimate is perfect, the scene hsi:: no apprecialahle depth disconlmnu-

ities. and there are no moving objects in the scene, we expect the difference image to be a

sample from a 2-D random noise process. The noise is a mixture of image noise and noise

due to the interpolation process.

2. When the motion estimate is accurate, there are no moving objects. but there is considerable

depth variation in the scene, we expect uncovered background adjacent to physical edges of

foreground objects. This is the parallax effecl. Generally. this will result in large amplitudes in

the difference image at locations corresponding to covered and uncovered background. while

the rest of the difference image is characterized by random noise. In air-to-ground imagery

the large response areas will usually be chain-like, for example the outline of a hill. Although

the large response areas will generally not correspond to moving targets. they are nonetheless

of interest because they often correspond to previously unexposed pacts of the scene, in some

applications it may be of interest to perform extra processing on parts of the scene that are

newly exposed.

3. When there arc moving objects in the scene and the motion estimate is such that this object

motion is correctly captured. the difference image will show large amplitudes at locations of

In this context, warping is the process in which ome inage is registered wilh another and reainplcd tinterpolated) at
the grid positions of the reference image.
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covered and un-covered background if the background is sufficiently textured This enables

us to detect camouflaged objects-

4- When there are small, moving objects we may be unable to capture object motion correct Is,

This behaviour may be forced by only using large scale image struoture in the motion cstim aic.

In this case the difference image will generally display a small area with a large positvc

response adjacent to a small area with a large negatie responsc. This casc is of prac.tical

interest in target acquisition applications at long stand off ranges.

To automate the detection process, wAc hac to make a number of assumptions amut the image

noisc statistics. In the examples shossn in thi, repori. the noise -a4s assuced to bc additic /eon-

meanr Gaussian noise, independent in each pixel The noise statistics are obtained lrmm a fit of a

Gaussian to the sample histogram of the difference image. This is more robust thani calculaling t,)e

usual sam-ple statistics because the influence (.f tht. outliers (targets, I) is reduced. From the standarJ

dcviation thus obtained, a statistically meaningful threshold may be obtained.

The confidence in the presence of potential targets may be increased bh co rTelating the detect ion

result,, oý,er tnie. This ma\ in\ (,t\e more or less sophistriated techniques such as 11

The o•,erall procedure for detection of inns ing targets can be suimmariied bN the scheme of fig-

urc 3 1
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Input Sequence

frame I frame 2
delay

Motion Estimation

IVelocitY field

Image Warping

frame I l frame 2 wawped

Frame differencing

.difference image
S Distribution fit

to histogram

I threshold

Thresholding

Fpotential targets

Correlate over time

Alarms

Figure 3.1: Block diagram for the detection of moving targets in an image sequence obtained
by a moving camera.
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3.2 Example of target detection using target motion

The example shown in figure 3.4 is an example of case 4 in the enumeration of pages I I and 12

The upper photograph of figure 3.4 shows a frame from an air-to-ground IR image sequence. In

this sequence 'here are several moving targets, cars on the roads. Notice that in this sequence the

contrast is inversed, i.e. hot areas appear dark. For the present algonthm, this makes no diftercm:e.

For the target detection we used three frames ft ) at times tf , t, and t-. The image motion beitxcen

f( t,. i and f (- i and between ft(1() and fi t. ý was estimated using the phas,,e based estimator de-

scnbed in 11. 2]. Because this image sequence is contaminated by a fair amount of noise and scn,,or

arielacts, and because this image sequence lacks small scale image structure in •ce'nain paris (d thc

scene, we used a planar patch model to improve the estimated image motion.

It can be shown 161 that the planar patch model is described by the mapping:

A-l I A - A.11.) +-11j
. A = (3.11

A ,,. Y I•,• -AY' '"- . .rY.12j .\ >12 .I L'

Equations (3.1 ) and (3.2) define a mapping from the two-dimensional image-spacc AN. V'i at time

t f- f onto the image-space i A". )" at t t., see figure 3.2. The eight non-tmrial paramieters,

. , are the so called pure parameters (A A, I ). They are uniquely determined for a given motmon

and planar patch. The pure paremeters are estimated from the image motion vectors produced by

the phase based motion estimator. Both f(1- i and f(t+ were warped according to the c,imated

model (3.1) and (3.2) to obtain estimates valid at t = t,. These warped images are denoted by

f(it. -- t,i Iand fit. - 11I.

First, we form the difference images = f(t(,) - f (t- - t o) and d, = f (to) - f( t 1.
Figure 3.3 shows a histogram of d+. From figure 3.3 it is clear that this distribution is very well

approximated by a Gaussian distribution, as shown by the dashed line. The parameters of this

Gaussian were determined using a non-linear least squares fit to the histogram.

Next, we apply a thresholding procedure to the difference images d- and d+. A threshold factor 0

is selected. Let p(x.. y) be the pixel value at location (x, y) in either d- or d+, and let p and er be the

corresponding mean and standard deviation, respectively, as determined by the histogram fit. We

define ,• by

•(x. iy. =~'~ -. / (3.3)I _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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F!

image plane

Y1 (X,.Y,) (X.YI

(r \

Fioure 3.2: Basic geometry for three-dimensional motion estimation. Lower case lettersre-fer
to 3-D scene coordinates, wheras the image coordinates are denoted bN capitals.
F is the local length of thc camera. (x-. y, --) denote the coordinates of an object
at t = tI , . z' give the the coordinates of the same object at I =

The result of thresholding procedure is determined by:

f) if .,(.r. y < 1/9,'2

"W.1.:y i ' sign(.,Y(x..q)/ if0/2 < 1.( , y)' , (3.4)

sign" , -.r ;)l if 1.,-(x.y ') > 0

where sign( c is defined by

[ -I if( <i 0

sign() j 0 if• 0 (3.5)

I if• > 0

This yields two frames of which allmost all pixels are zero except for a number of positive and neg-

ative 'blobs' with values between 0 and I and - 1 and 0, respectively. This thresholding procedure

has the advantage that it retains target responses that are not very strong. Of course, these 'weak'

target responses have to be confirmed later on. Next, we discard all non-zero pixels in both frames

that have opposite signs at corresponding positions. These 'cleaned' images are referred to as r-

and c +
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1800 I

1200

60()0

0

-M(X) -50 0 50 1(X)

Figure 3.3: Histogram of the difference image d+, obtained by subtracting the motion com-
pensated image ff t, ) from the rcfercnce image f(tb). Thc dashed line represents
thc littcd Gaussian.

In the next step, we combine the images cr and c+ by pixel-wise multiplication. The positive blobs

in this image, denoted by i', correspond to potential targets.

The detection result shown in figure 3.4 was obtained by requiring that each target in To corre-

sponds to an object in image f(t1() that significantly differs in greyvalue from its neighborhood as

dctcrmincd by an inverse median filter. Inverse median filtering amounts to fornning the difference

between the original image and a median filtered version of it.
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I j ci _!

" !L J

Figure 3.4: (Top) One image from an air-to-ground IR image sequence. (Bottom) Four con-

sccutive frames with the detected moving targets in red. There arc a few false

alarms in individual frames. However, only the true targets are consistently dc-

tted. The false alarms could be eliminated by requiring consistency over time.

I dt
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